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Dark Days (Apocalypse Z Book
2)
This long-awaited sequel to the
bestselling Zombie Apocalypse! is once
again a 'mosaic novel' which weaves
together contributions from big-name
horror writers in the form of essays,
reports, letters, official documents
and transcripts to create a coherent
and compelling narrative. In volume one
old-school, flesh-eating zombies spread
'The Death' around the world. Now, the
fightback begins. Praise for Zombie
Apocalypse: Clever, gruesome, poignant
and pacy . . . it's hard to avoid this
book's clutches - much like the
shambling corpses that fill its pages.
Financial Times. 'An innovative,
collaborative venture.' The Bookseller.
'Moving, funny, terrifying and
strikingly original.' SFX.
Shaun Mason is a man without a mission.
Not even running the news organisation
he built with his sister has the same
urgency as it used to. Playing with
dead things just doesn't seem as fun
when you've lost as much as he has. But
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when a researcher from the Centre for
Disease Control fakes her own death and
appears on his doorstep with a ravenous
pack of zombies in tow, Shaun's
relieved to find a new purpose in life.
Because this researcher comes bearing
news: the monster who attacked them may
be destroyed, but the conspiracy is far
from dead. Now, Shaun hits the road to
find what truth can be found at the end
of a shotgun.
As the rules of civilization crumble, a
lawyer, a pilot, and a nurse become
comrades-in-arms in the fight against
extinction.
Meticulously researched and vigorously
detailed this important survival manual
is the most detailed and up-to-date
book you will find to keep you and your
family safe during the Zompoc (Zombie
Apocalypse). This book is unique in its
coverage of all Zombie strains from the
viral infected fast zombies through to
the shambling re-animated undead. All
subjects from zombie identification,
first-aid, escape techniques, household
defence, combat techniques and raiding
through to bartering, supplies, vehicle
modification, weapons and convoy
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structure are all covered in great
detail. With this book you can prepare
for the day the Zompoc strikes and be
ready to fight back and eradicate the
Zombie menace from our streets. This
book is illustrated throughout and even
contains full plans and instructions
for a post-Zompoc rebuilding of
civilisation!
Deadbreak
He Who Fights with Monsters
Zombie Apocalypse! Fightback
Pandora
Zombies Ate My Neighbors, Family &
Friends
Z-Rex
An 'After-the-Bomb' story told by teenage Danny,
one of the survivors - one of the unlucky ones.
Set in Shipley, an ordinary town in the north of
England, this is a powerful portrayal of a world
that has broken down. Danny not only has to
cope in a world of lawlessness and gang warfare,
but he has to protect and look after his little
brother, Ben, and a girl called Kim. Is there any
hope left for a new world?
A "mosaic novel" set in the near-future, when a
desperate and ever-more controlling UK
government decides to restore a sense of
national pride with a New Festival of Britain.
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However, controversial plans to build on the site
of an old church in South London releases a
centuries-old plague that turns its victims into
flesh-hungry ghouls whose bite or scratch
passes the contagion on to others. Even worse,
the virus may also have a supernatural origin
with the power to revive the dead. Despite the
attempts of the police, the military and those in
power to understand and contain the infection
commonly referred to as "The Death", it soon
sweeps across London, transforming everyone
who comes into contact with it. With the city and the country - falling into chaos, even a
drastic attempt at a "Final Solution" to eradicate
the outbreak at its source fails to prevent it from
spreading to Europe and then quickly
throughout the rest of the world. Soon there is
no more news coming out of Britain . . . and it is
up to those survivors in other countries to
confront the flesh-eating invaders within their
midst. Will humanity triumph over a world-wide
zombie plague, or will the walking dead
ultimately inherit the Earth? Told through
various disparate and overlapping eye-witness
accounts, through texts, e-mails, blogs, letters,
diaries, transcripts, official reports and other
forms of communication, a picture builds up of a
world plunged into chaos - where the dead attack
the living, and only one of them can be the
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ultimate victor. Written by some of the biggest
and best-known names in horror and science
fiction, these interconnected narratives create a
unique vision of the End of the World brought
about by a plague that may have its origins in
both science and the occult. Praise for Stephen
Jones: 'Horror's last maverick.' - Christopher
Fowler 'Stephen Jones . . . has a better sense of
the genre than almost anyone in this country.'Lisa Tuttle, The Times Books 'The best horror
anthologist in the business is, of course,
Stephen Jones.' - Roz Kavaney, Time Out 'Edited
by Stephen Jones, a member of that tiny band of
anthologists whose work is so reliably good that
you automatically reach out and grab hold of any
new volume spotted if you are wise.'- Gahan
Wilson, Realms of Fantasy 'One of the genre's
most enthusiastic cheerleaders.' - Publishers
Weekly
An Afrikaner crime reporter returns home to face
the evil and complex legacy of South African
apartheid in “a witness-bearing act of the rarest
courage” (Michael Kerr). Rian Malan’s classic
work of reportage, My Traitor’s Heart is at once
beautiful, horrifying, and profound in ways that
earned him comparisons to Michael Herr and
Ryszard Kapu?ci?ski and inspired the London
Times to call him “South Africa’s Hunter S.
Thompson.” An Afrikaner, Malan is the scion of a
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centuries-old clan deeply involved in the creation
of apartheid. As a young crime reporter, he
covered the atrocities of an undeclared race war
and ultimately fled the country, unhinged by
what he had seen. Eight years later, he returns to
confront his own demons, and those that are
tearing his country apart. With unflinching
candor, Malan explores the grizzly violence and
perverse rationalizations at the root of his
nation’s identity. Written in the final years of
apartheid’s bloody collapse, My Traitor’s Heart
still resonates, offering a “passionate, blazingly
honest testament” to the darkest recesses of the
black and white South African psyches. “Those
who read it will never again see South Africa the
same way” (Los Angeles Times Book Review).
After a zombie plague infects most of the world,
the residents of a New York City apartment
building, who have escaped infection, fight
among themselves until they spy an uninfected
teenage girl outside, not getting attacked.
An Oral History of the Zombie War
The Zombie Survival Guide
Deadline
Project Z
A South African Exile Returns to Face His
Country, His Tribe, and His Conscience
Complete Protection from the Living Dead
A group of survivors find sanctuary from
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the zombie plague in Gulfport,
Mississippi, but the price of safety is
subservience to a fascist dictator and his
brutal enforcers.
Survival is just the beginning... As if
living in a zombie-infested world wasn't
bad enough, Dr. Tara Lee and her
companions reach Fort Detrick only to
discover that for some betrayal is second
nature. Having thwarted Lieutenant King's
attempted coup, they believe the worst is
finally behind them. They couldn't be more
wrong. Danger lurks in the shadows. Biding
his time, Lieutenant King launches an
audacious attack abducting Tara and Amy,
and leaving Alex on the brink of death.
Captured and isolated from friends and
family, Tara and Amy have only each other
to rely on. Can they escape and find their
way back home? Or will they become pawns
in a struggle for power? Book 4 of a
thrilling new post-apocalyptic series,
Apocalypse Z. Hold on to your seat because
this is going to be one hell of a ride!
Grab your copy now!
Thirteen ordinary Angelenos desperately
seek to escape the horrors of an atrocious
zombie apocalypse and reluctantly embark
on a quest to reach the safety of a bunker
in Fort Collins, Colorado.Zoe Beauchamp, a
strong-willed woman, takes the helm and
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leads the group through a white-knuckle
race, only to be shockingly confronted
with the most exhilarating conundrum of
her life in a mind-blowing adventure with
a Deja Vu-like twist.Blood-craving
cadaverous creatures crawl from the cracks
and crannies of crumbling cities,
crippling the crew's chances to complete
their quest.This is a story about the
power of the human spirit, illuminating
the dark path of trials and turbulences
which in the end emerges victorious only
to face another challenge.
Prehistoric beasts merge with nightmare
visions of the future in this thrilling
conclusion to the Z. Rex trilogy. Reunited
with the savage unpredictable T.Rex, Zed,
fourteen-year-old Adam must team up with
some unlikely allies to battle against
villainous scientists and their killer
creations. If they do not win, the
ultimate apocalypse will be unleashed upon
humanity . . .
Not Dark Yet
The Beach
Apocalypse Z
End of Days: A Zombie Survival-Horror
Graphic Novel
shortlisted for the Sunday Times/PFD Young
Writer of the Year
A Zombie Apocalypse Survival Guide
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For fans of The Walking Dead, Dawn of the Dead,
and all things zombie comes your next
obsession, a thrilling series that you won't want
to end! This is book 1 in the Dangerous Days
Series and packs a serious apocalyptic punch.
Humanity falls... Trapped in the shower by her
undead husband, Morgan prays for rescue but
quickly realizes she's on her own. She escapes,
only to find that the horror has spread and now
threatens everything she holds dear. With each
passing moment, death becomes more certain.
Logan returns to his childhood home and teams
up with Max, an army deserter racing against the
clock to save his family. When the infection
outruns them, they face the real possibility that
everyone they know is already dead. Or worse,
undead. All it takes is one mistake... As the sun
sets against the backdrop of the African veldt
and living nightmares walk the streets in the
shape of their loved one's bodies, humanity's
last hope rests in the hands of ordinary men and
women called to do extraordinary things. Buy
Now!
A motley band of unlikely heroes struggles to
stay alive in a world irrevocably changed by a
virus that unleashes the destruction of all
humanity. Some live; some die, but they all fight
to survive as everything they love is overrun by
ravenous, zombie hordes.
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An account of the decade-long conflict between
humankind and hordes of the predatory undead
is told from the perspective of dozens of
survivors who describe in their own words the
epic human battle for survival.
Adam Adlar is alone in an isolated apartment
building wondering why his scientist dad hasn't
been able to get home for over a week . . . Even
he doesn't want to play computer games alone
for ever. Z Rex is a living, breathing, man-eating
dinosaur who has been brought to life by Adam's
dad. He can talk, think - and kill. And, he has no
idea why he's here. Zed wants answers, and
Adam's dad has them . . . When Adam
encounters Z Rex his first thought is to flee. But
Z Rex is actually the closest Adam has to a
friend in this new and terrifying reality. Can boy
and dinosaur work together to defeat the evil
forces ranged against them? A fast-paced,
exciting thriller that will take bestselling
Astrosaurs author, Steve Cole, to an older
audience. Jurassic Park meets Alex Rider!
Z. Apocalypse
Only She Sees
The Wrath of the Just
Robopocalypse
Brother in the Land
The Last Passenger

When the zombie apocalypse comes, it's not just
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those crusty old folks who will struggle against the
undead, it's the young people. What happens when
you come of age during the zombie apocalypse? Z:
Zombie Stories has the answer to that question. Z:
Zombie Stories gathers together some of the hottest
zombie fiction of the last two decades, from authors
including Kelly Link, Jonathan Maberry, and
Catherynne M. Valente. These stories focus on those
who will inherit a world overrun with the living dead: a
young man who takes up the family business of
dealing with the undead, a girl struggling with her
abusive father...who has become a zombie, a poet
who digs up the wrong grave, and a Viking maiden
imprisoned with the living dead... Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers
interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel,
hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy
(grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban
fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural),
and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national
bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are
committed to publishing quality books from a diverse
group of authors.
February, 2031: The global population now stands at
an estimated 400 million, and every survivor bears
the scars of humanity's decade-long struggle to
defeat an enemy few believed could exist. Some
nations have emerged from the war stronger than
ever. Others still struggle to survive. Some no longer
exist at all. In the aftermath of the zombie pandemic
Keith Taylor, noted pre-war author of apocalyptic
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fiction, traveled the world to gather the first hand
accounts of survivors from every walk of life, culture
and strata of society, ranging from American political
leaders to British journalists to Mongolian miners to
members of India's homeless underclass. Together
these chilling interviews describe the course of
humanity's most brutal war, leading from the initial
emergence of the virus in the Siberian wilderness to
the visceral, heart-rending Shibuya footage, through
the confusion of the US President's impeachment to
the unintended and disastrous consequences of the
UN's sweeping refugee amendment, and ending with
us battered and broken, diminished but not defeated,
in the fragile peace we now enjoy. Together these
accounts represent the most illuminating and
complete commentary to date of humanity's loss.
From these candid interviews emerges an image of
early 21st century civilization as it truly was:
imperfect, fragmented and wholly unprepared for a
disaster on such a scale. This is the Way the World
Ends takes an unflinching, uncompromising look at
the world we had and lost; a look at the pain we
suffered due to our inability to accept a single, simple
truth: Zombies are real. Note: Readers who lived
through the pandemic may find the interviews
contained within this collection distressing. Discretion
is advised.
The highly anticipated follow-up to the international
bestseller, The Raw Shark Texts
It's been three long years since Deadbreak. That's
what everyone's calling it - the day the dead rose.
Every day since then Jeremiah Reid has had one goal:
to make his way to his daughter. It's a new world out
there and no one is safe. People are meaner, cities
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are in ruin, supplies are scarce. If he's going to have a
chance he'll need his wits, a little bit of luck, and lots
of ammo.
Now What?
The Newsflesh Trilogy: Book 2
Zombie Apocalypse!
Z for Zachariah
Zompoc
Book 4
World War Z is the eagerly awaited film starring Brad Pitt.
The story revolves around United Nations employee Gerry
Lane (Pitt), who traverses the world in a race against time
to stop a pandemic that is toppling armies and
governments and threatening to annihilate humanity itself.
World War Z: The Art of the Film is the official illustrated
companion to the movie, and features a wealth of stunning
production art, design sketches and storyboards, alongside
the full shooting script. (TM) & © 2013 Paramount
Pictures. All Rights Reserved.
***New York Times bestseller!*** 'A masterpiece . . . There
cannot be a more relevant novel for our moment, certainly
not one with such beauty of description, depth of feeling,
and, as always, humour.'-Andrew Sean Greer, Pulitzer Prizewinning author of Less It's March 2020 and a calamity is
unfolding. A group of friends and friends-of-friends gathers
in a country house to wait out the pandemic. Over the next
six months, new friendships and romances will take hold,
while old betrayals will emerge, forcing each character to
reevaluate whom they love and what matters most. The
unlikely cast of characters includes a Russian-born
novelist; his Russian-born psychiatrist wife; their
precocious child obsessed with K-pop; a struggling Indian
American writer; a wildly successful Korean American app
developer; a global dandy with three passports; a Southern
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flamethrower of an essayist; and a movie star, the Actor,
whose arrival upsets the equilibrium of this chosen family.
Both elegiac and very, very funny, Our Country Friends is
the most ambitious book yet by the author of the beloved
bestseller Super Sad True Love Story.
How would you survive the Dead Days?Episode Four of
Dead Days picks up right after the nail-biting breach of the
Chinese restaurant. With their stronghold threatened, the
group must pull together and make some difficult decisions
if they are to survive the onslaught of creatures -- and
fast.Struck with loss and on the brink of defeat, can the
group fight their biggest threat yet and fortify their keep?
Or is it time for them to try their luck on the savage and
unpredictable open road where even the elements pose a
threat?Dead Days is a truly unmissable slice of zombie
serial fiction, and Episode Four is the most thrilling and
action packed to date. Buy now and join Riley as his
journey through the new world grows trickier and trickier
by the page...
Murder is only the beginning for Banks and his team . . .
The gruesome double murder at an Eastvale property
developer's luxury home should be an open and shut case
for Superintendent Banks and his team of detectives.
There's a clear link to the notoriously vicious Albanian
mafia, men who left the country suspiciously soon after the
death. Then they find a cache of spy-cam videos hidden in
the house - and Annie and Gerry's investigation pivots to
the rape of a young girl that could cast the murders in an
entirely different light. Banks's friend Zelda, increasingly
uncertain of her future in Britain's hostile environment,
thinks she will be safer in Moldova hunting the men who
abducted, raped and enslaved her than she is Yorkshire or
London. Her search takes her back to the orphanage where
it all began - but by stirring up the murky waters of the
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past, Zelda is putting herself in greater danger than any
she's seen before. And as the threat escalates, so does the
danger for Banks and those who love Zelda . . . 'The master
of the police procedural' Mail on Sunday 'The Alan Banks
mystery-suspense novels are the best series on the market.
Try one and tell me I'm wrong' Stephen King
This Is the Way the World Ends
My Traitor's Heart
Day by Day Armageddon: Shattered Hourglass
Maxwell's Demon
Dead Days
A LitRPG Adventure

Reporter Kate Kilroy accepts an assignment to travel
on the Valkyrie, a German ship veiled in secrecy for
decades after it was discovered adrift in 1939 with
only one passenger aboard, a baby boy named Isaac
Feldman. Obsessed with understanding his origins,
Feldman has spent a small fortune restoring the
Valkyrie to try to solve the mystery. Assembling a team
of experts and sparing no expense, he aims to
precisely recreate the circumstances of the Valkyrie's
doomed final voyage. Little does Feldman or his team
know that the ship has an agenda of its own. As the
Valkyrie begins to weave its deadly web, Kate realizes
that she must not only save herself, but the world as
she knows it.
While writing a blog as therapy to grieve his wife's
death, a lawyer unknowingly records the last days of
humanity in a world where governments are
scrambling to create safe zones and chaos reigns.
Rules and tips for surviving the zombie apocalypse.
The following information may save your life. This
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book is designed to fit perfectly in your bug-out bag! If
you are prepared for the zombie apocalypse you are
prepared for anything! Throughout this book you will
learn how to survive in the event of a zombie
apocalypse and learn how to be a survivor! Use the
following information to your advantage. Think like a
survivor - when the zombie apocalypse descends upon
us you will be a few steps ahead of the rest. Read, reread, practice and apply, train hard and always think
smart, you are a born survivor. This book of zombie
survival rules will be a great asset to anyone preparing
themselves for the zombie apocalypse.
The most amazing archaeological discovery of our
time-- a sarcophagus from an ancient civilization that
predates the Egyptian Pyramids by more than fifty
thousand years--is being broadcast as a live public
exhibit on national TV. But in their haste to reveal a
glimpse of what could be the origin of mankind, the
scholars of the OBARI Foundation instead unleash an
ancient plague upon the modern world. This is the ageold story of the curious--and of those who must race to
close the door on what should never have been opened
. . . This is PANDORA, the End of Days... ----------PANDORA End of Days manga-comic Graphic Novel
contains over 200+ pages of beautiful shaded
illustrations by Jin Song Kim who brings Peter J. Ang's
story to life with a combination of western comic book
and Japanese Manga art styles together! For more info
on the series: Pandora-eod.com
Facebook.com/Realinterfacestudios Paranormal /
Survival Horror / Plague / Zombie Apocalypse
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The Beginning of the End
World War Z
The End of the Day
How to Survive a Zombie Apocalypse
On the Beach
A Post-apocalyptic Action Thriller

Survival is just the beginning...
Dylan, hotheaded and fiery, finds
herself on the wrong side of the clock
when she's infected with the Vita
virus. Doomed to turn into a flesheating zombie, she only has 72 hours to
find a cure. The countdown has begun.
In a race against time, she sets off on
a desperate journey through the zombieinfested country. But the undead aren't
the only dangers she'll face in her bid
to find a remedy to the disease that's
already begun to eat away at her
sanity. Can she save herself before
it's too late? Book 1 of a thrilling
new post-apocalyptic series, Apocalypse
Z. Hold on to your seat because this is
going to be one hell of a ride! Grab
your copy now!
Vicky, Rhys, Larissa, and Flynn have
avoided the horde of diseased that
chased them from Summit City, but
they're far from free. Although the
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diseased can't get to them while they
remain on top of the shipping
container, at some point they'll have
to come down. With a sea of enraged
monsters as far as they can see, coming
down means certain death. Exhausted
from their escape, they may be able to
rest for now, but sooner rather than
later, they're going to have to take
action to get themselves out of their
current predicament ... Reviews 5 stars
- You took a zombie non-believer and
got her to read and love not one, but 4
zombie apocalypse books. - Amazon
customer 5 stars - Keep up the great
work Michael! I can't wait to read
number 5!!! - Amazon customer 5 stars This is one of my favorite's by Michael
Robertson and I cant wait for the next
installment. - Amazon customer.
Depicts the zombie apocalypse through
the journal of a member of the military
and descriptions of the other survivors
he meets in the fourth book in the
series following Origin to Exile and
Beyond Exile. Original. 75,000 first
printing.
Jason wakes up in a mysterious world of
magic and monsters.It's not easy making
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the career jump from office-suppliesstore middle manager to heroic
interdimensional adventurer. At least,
Jason tries to be heroic, but it's hard
to be good when all your powers are
evil.He'll face off against cannibals,
cultists, wizards, monsters...and
that's just on the first day. He's
going to need courage, he's going to
need wit, and he's going to need some
magic powers of his own. But first,
he's going to need pants.After
cementing itself as one of the bestrated serial novels on Royal Road with
an astonishing 13 million views, He Who
Fights with Monsters is now available
on Kindle. It's perfect for fans of
Pirate Aba, Dakota Krout, and Luke
Chmilenko.
The Zombie Rule Book
DCI Banks 27
Pariah
Dark Days
World War Z: The Art of the Film
Last Another Day
After a tragic car accident shatters her
body and mind, Cassandra struggles to
piece together her life as a respected
psychiatrist and devoted mother. But the
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accident has changed her. Her eyes have
been opened to horrors she never knew
existed. Is her family really under
attack, or is it all in her mind? While
Cassandra tries to prove the feeling of
being stalked, her police-investigator
husband, Daniel, hunts a killer of his
own. As both the body count and
Cassandra's hysteria rise, Daniel becomes
obsessed with the case and suspicious of
Cassandra's part in it. Afraid of losing
her increasingly fragile grip on reality,
Cassandra plunges into a search for
answers that may come at the cost of her
sanity. Racing to a shattering
confrontation with an evil she can barely
comprehend, Cassandra must decide: How far
will she go, what darkness will she
embrace, to save those she loves?
A 20th anniversary edition of this million
copy bestseller, with a new introduction
by John Niven: a classic story of paradise
found - and lost. Richard lands in East
Asia in search of an earthly utopia. In
Thailand, he is given a map promising an
unknown island, a secluded beach - and a
new way of life. What Richard finds when
he gets there is breathtaking: more
extraordinary, more frightening than his
wildest dreams. But how long can paradise
survive here on Earth? And what lengths
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will Richard go to in order to save it?
The original bestselling cult classic that
started the modern zombie phenomenon.
Don't be reckless with your most precious
asset - life. This book is your key to
survival against the hordes of undead who
may be stalking you right now without your
even knowing it. The Zombie Survival Guide
offers complete protection through proven
tips for safeguarding yourself and your
loved ones against the living dead. It is
a book that could save your life. Drawing
from reams of historical data, laboratory
experiments, field research, and
eyewitness accounts, this comprehensive
guide is the only book you'll need to face
the greatest challenge mankind has ever
encountered. Ignorance is the undead's
strongest ally, knowledge their deadliest
enemy. Personal choice and the will to
live is paramount when the dead begin to
rise. The choice is yours. AUTHOR: Max
Brooks is the bestselling author the
prescient Zombie Survival Guide: Complete
Protection from the Living Dead as well as
the graphic novel Recorded Attacks and the
blockbuster film starring and directed by
Brad Pitt World War Z. He has received
hundreds of awards and honorary degrees
from around the world for his hugely
successful zombie franchise.
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Survival is just the beginning... After a
dangerous cross-country journey through
the post-apocalyptic United States, Saul
and his companions reach Fort Detrick only
to find it infested by the living dead. If
they are to have any hope of creating a
cure they must take back the facility one
bloody floor at a time... The war for
humanity's future has just begun. In the
aftermath of the zombie apocalypse,
humankind has been pushed to the brink of
extinction. For the few remaining
survivors, each day is a test of survival.
Can they fight back or will they fall prey
to the relentless undead hordes? Book
three of a thrilling new post-apocalyptic
series, Apocalypse Z. Hold onto your seat
because this is going to be one hell of a
ride! Grab your copy now!
Our Country Friends
The Alpha Plague
Z: Zombie Stories
"On the Beach" is a 1957 post-apocalyptic novel written
by British-Australian author Nevil Shute after he
emigrated to Australia. The novel details the experiences
of a mixed group of people in Melbourne as they await
the arrival of deadly radiation spreading towards them
from the northern hemisphere following a nuclear war a
year previously. As the radiation approaches each
person deals with their impending death in different
ways.
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Believing herself to be the only survivor of a nuclear war,
Ann Burden greets a wandering stranger with excitement
and suspicion. An ALA Notable Book & ALA Best Book
for Young Adults. Reprint.
***SHORTLISTED FOR THE SUNDAY TIMES / PFD
YOUNG WRITER OF THE YEAR AWARD*** 'Funny,
ambitious, immensely humane and full of philosophical
panache' Sunday Times 'Extraordinary . . . wildly
impressive" Lucy Hughes-Hallett, BBC Radio 4 'Wholly
original and hauntingly beautiful' Kirkus Sooner or later,
death visits everyone. Before that, they meet Charlie.
Charlie meets everyone - but only once. Sometimes he
is sent as a courtesy, sometimes as a warning. Either
way, this is going to be the most important meeting of
your life. The End of the Day is the stunning new story
from Claire North, the voice behind the word-of-mouth
bestseller The First Fifteen Lives of Harry August.
'Reaffirms the passion and ambition that have made
North such a consistently intriguing writer' Locus 'Every
one of the chapters is shaped with philosophical
panache' Guardian 'Compelling . . . keeps the surprises
coming until the very end' San Francisco Chronicle
Works by Claire North: Novels: The First Fifteen Lives of
Harry August Touch The Sudden Appearance of Hope
The End of the Day 84K The Gameshouse The Pursuit
of William Abbey Digital novellas: The Serpent:
Gameshouse Novella 1 The Thief: Gameshouse Novella
2 The Master: Gameshouse Novella 3
Two decades into the future humans are battling for their
very survival when a powerful AI computer goes rogue,
and all the machines on earth rebel against their human
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controllers.
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